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and she speaks Dutch, but she won't speak it if she can
help it. Always English or French with her—and now
German, may be, since she married a German." The old
man's tongue ran on; he ^ was curious to know how an
Englishman, who was neither Baron nor Count, was a
friend of the Baron van Leyden van Enkendael. "There
are not many Dutch he would allow to take rooms in my
cottage, so near to his own Castle."
Lewis explained that Julie and her mother had lived
near his own home in England.
"Ah, that is how it was," said Kerstholt. "I remember
they told me. Then you are just a friend of the Freule	"
And he added after a long pause: "Of course, she is not van
Leyden."
Lewis went out of the garden and found himself in a
narrow lane, hedged on one side but lying open on the
other; he could see how the ground fell away towards
the few houses lining the avenue that led to the Castle
gates. The Castle itself he could not see, but he had been
told where it lay, and he went on through the dusk, look-
ing for a wood that Kerstholt had said he would presently
find before him. "If you walk straight on through the
wood, you will come out by the pavilion—a little place
like a pepper-box where the Castle ladies sometimes take
their tea in summer—and below the pepper-box you'll
see the lakes, Jonk'er, and the Castle stands on the other
side of the lakes." Lewis did not greatly care whether or
not he came upon the Castle that evening. To be alone
was all his desire, and, coming to the edge of the wood,
he paused and held his breath. There was no sound but
the rustle of leaves and far away a faint movement of
water. The lakes must have a fall between them, he
reflected, and, climbing the low bank at the roadside,
entered the wood.
The undergrowth was very dark, but, this extreme spur
of the wood being not more than a couple of hundred
yards in breadth, the thickening day was visible beyond
it. The smoother trunks were streaked with light. A grey,
luminous stream appeared to be flowing down them, and,

